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(54) Low internal impedance current pool for a charging/discharging device

(57) Storage/discharge device where the low im-
pedance current pool compartment is meant for appli-
cation in common primary cell or secondary rechargea-
ble cell or fuel cell, or still in a capacitor or super capac-
itor, otherwise similar charging/discharging device, and
the electrode features one or more current pool means
to yield multiple confluent current paths, characterized

in that by connecting in parallel current terminals of iden-
tical voltage rating and of electrode boards of same po-
larity from tanks of same polarity or from tanks of dis-
similar polarity, or alternatively by series connection or
serial/parallel combination of current terminals between
electrode of dissimilar polarities a low impedance struc-
ture for input/output current pool is achieved.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(a) Field of the Invention

[0001] Charging/Discharging Device to be connected
into a tank of identical polarity electrodes, or a tank of
dissimilar polarity electrodes by means of coupling con-
ductors, whereof current pooling terminals of identical
potentials and identical polarity are in parallel, or serving
to be connected with current pooling terminals between
pole boards of dissimilar polarities in a tank of dissimilar
electrodes, executed in serial connection or compound
serial/parallel connection; on the exterior side of the
electrode board, of positive or negative polarity, on both
sides of the individually installed electrode tank is exe-
cuted a low resistance current pool structure of any cho-
sen geometry to facilitate infeeding/outfeeding of con-
fluent currents, executed in the form of inflowing/effluent
pooling terminals, or that incorporated with parallel cur-
rent pool conductor, or as made from material of better
conductivity with a view to reduce the resistance to in-
feeding/outfeeding confluent currents.

(b) Description of the Prior Art

[0002] With a conventional Charging/Discharging De-
vice, any primary or secondary rechargeable cell, or fuel
cell, or still a capacitor or super capacitor or otherwise
electricity storage or discharge device, for example,
such as the unilaterally installed current pool terminal
electrode board, of a prior art, illustrated in Fig. 1, the
idea is to have a current pool terminal T100 installed on
one side of each electrode board P100, meant to con-
verge outfeeding or infeeding currents, or alternatively
to serve as a serial or parallel conjunction point for com-
munication with other electrodes, as with such execu-
tions there is but one side instead of both on the elec-
trode board where infeeding or outfeeding current tran-
sits, what follows inevitably on the electrode boards
when larger currents were transiting as input or output
is want of uniformity of current density on portions of
electrode board adjacent to the current pool terminals
and on portions of electrode remote from the current
pool terminal T100, since this is a one-way current path,
the internal impedance is necessarily larger; with more
advanced design, still conventional, current pool termi-
nals were provided on two or more than two locations,
so that the electrode board is equipped with two or more
than two outputting or inputting current paths, so that
the internal impedance is reduced, further more, the two
or more than two current pool terminals on electrode
boards of like polarities and of identical voltage specifi-
cations, disposed in a tank of like electrodes or dissim-
ilar electrodes are paralleled together by means of a rod
conductor; or alternatively the same rod conductor
serves to interconnect current pool terminals of dissim-

ilar electrodes in a tank of dissimilar electrodes in serial
or compound serial/parallel combinations; structurally
the positive electrode board and the negative electrode
board is configured circular, or nearly circular, or ellip-
soidal, or triangular or polygonal, including: quadrilater-
al, quinquangular, six-sided, seven-sided, eight-sided
and higher-order sided polylaterals, as regards its low
impedance current pool execution it can be: (1) having
one or more individually outwardly extending current
pool terminals installed on two or more sides of the elec-
trode board, shown in Fig. 2 is an illustration of one cur-
rent pool terminal fitted to either side of the electrode
board; or instead two or more than two current pool ter-
minals T100 are mounted on one side or more sides of
the electrode board P100, to thereby account for two or
more than two current input or output paths, thus achiev-
ing a lowering of internal impedance, shown in Fig. 3 is
an illustration of two current pool terminals installed on
sides opposite each on the electrode board; or alterna-
tively (2) having one or more conductive penetration
holes S100 installed individually on chosen quarters or
middle quarters on two or more than two sides abutting
the exteriority of the electrode board P100, or instead
having same, but at least two, on chosen quarters on
one side or on more sides, and that complemented with
one or more isolation space or insolation gap reserved
in chosen or middle quarters on two or more than two
sides of aforementioned positive electrode board or
negative electrode board, serving to accommodate pas-
sage of the rod conductor B100 once electrode boards
of dissimilar polarities are intercrossed and set in order,
without coming into contact, or instead the same may
be replaced with one or more isolated penetration holes
each sized larger than the rod conductor, so that the
electrode board is equiped with two or more that two
input or output current paths, and that in order to reduce
the internal impedance of the battery installations, Fig.
4 illustrates an example of the electrode board equiped
with two penetration holes and two isolation gaps struc-
tured accordingly; such an improved structure, while it,
by increasing current paths in the charge storage/dis-
charging devices, does achieve in reduction of the in-
ternal impedance of the stroage discharge devices,
polylateral and multiple path interconnected in series or
parallel between individual tanks of electrodes involved
in the art will necessarily mean increased production
costs and more time and labor required in the production
process.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Charging/Discharging Device featuring one or
more current pool means so that the electrode board is
furnished with multiple current pool paths, and with cur-
rent pool terminals in tanks of like electrode polarities or
those in tanks of dissimilar electrode polarities but alike
in voltage specifications and electrode polarities boards
connected in parallel, or alternatively with current pool
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terminals between boards of dissimilar electrode polar-
ities in tanks different in electrode polarities intercon-
nected in series or in compound serial parallel combi-
nations, and that complemented by having the exterior-
ity of the positive or negative electrode board on both
sides of individual electrode tanks made into a low im-
pedance structure that is favorable to incoming/outgo-
ing confluent currents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004]

Fig. 1 is an illustration of a prior art current pool ter-
minal electrode board provided unilaterally;
Fig. 2 is an illustration of an example whereof a cur-
rent pool terminal is provided on either side of an
electrode board;
Fig. 3 is an illustration of an example whereof two
current pool terminals are provided on opposite
sides of an electrode board;
Fig. 4 is an illustration of an example whereof the
electrode board is furnished with two penetration
holes and two isolation gaps;
Fig. 5 illustration, in individual electrode tanks,
structure of current pool conductor of which the ex-
teriority of the external electrode board is executed
integral with or reinforced with a thickened plate;
Fig. 6 illustrates a side view of what is shown in Fig.
5;
Fig. 7 illustrates what is shown in Fig. 5 as executed
in like polarity on like polarity parallel assembly;
Fig. 8 illustrates, as of each independently installed
electrode tank, a current pool conductor assembly
executed in web form on the external side of the
external electrode board;
Fig. 9 gives a side view of what is shown in Fig. 8;
Fig. 10 illustrates what is shown in Fig. 8, executed
in like polarity on like polarity parallel assembly;
Fig. 11 illustrates, for each independently installed
electrode tank, the current pool conductor assem-
bly of which the exteriority of the external electrode
board is configured in strips;
Fig. 12 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 11;
Fig. 13 is an illustration of what is shown in Fig. 11,
executed such that a like-polarity parallel connec-
tion assembly is the theme;
Fig. 14 is an illustration of Fig. 5 with the current
pool terminals for each independent electrode tank
executed in multiple serial connection layout;
Fig. 15 illustrates an execution of the electrode
board whereof the exteriority comprises plate con-
ductor assembly, such that the board is furnished
with two or more than two current pool terminals;
Fig. 16 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 5;
Fig. 17 is an illustration of what is shown in Fig. 5
such that the current pool terminal in each inde-
pendent electrode tank is executed in multiple com-

pound serial/parallel combinations;
Fig. 18 is one example of the electrode board com-
plete with a current pool terminal, according to the
invention;
Fig. 19 is a side view of what is given in Fig. 18;
Fig. 20 is a second embodiment of the electrode
board complete with current pool terminal accord-
ing to the invention;
Fig. 21 is a side view of what is given in Fig. 20;
Fig. 22 is a third embodiment of the electrode board
complete with current pool terminal, according to
the invention;
Fig. 23 is a side view of what is given in Fig. 22;
Fig. 24 is a fourth embodiment of the electrode
board complete with current pool terminal, accord-
ing to the invention;
Fig. 25 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 24;
Fig. 26 is a fifth embodiment of the electrode board
complete with current pool terminal, according to
the invention;
Fig. 27 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 26;
Fig. 28 is a sixth embodiment of the electrode board
complete with current pool terminal, according to
the invention;
Fig. 29 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 28;
Fig. 30 is a seventh embodiment of the electrode
board complete with current pool terminal, accord-
ing to the invention;
Fig. 31 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 30;
Fig. 32 is an eighth embodiment of the electrode
board complete with current pool terminal, accord-
ing to the invention;
Fig. 33 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 32;
Fig. 34 is a ninth embodiment of the electrode board
complete with current pool terminal, according to
the invention;
Fig. 35 is a side view of what is shown in Fig. 34; and
Fig. 36 is an example of the invention charging/dis-
charging device on an assembly of penetration
holes with rod conduction.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0005] A low internal impedance current pool struc-
ture as part of a charging/discharging device according
to the invention is meant for application in a primary cell,
or a secondary rechargeable cell, or a fuel cell, or still a
capacitor or super capacitor, with each electrode plate
of said charging/discharge device furnished with one or
more than one current pool means so that the electrode
plate is enabled as a multiple current converging circuit,
such that by paralleling current pool terminals present
in the tanks of like electrodes or of like potential speci-
fications but present in tanks of unlike electrodes, and
as present on electrode plates of like polarities, or else
by serially connecting or compound serial/parallel con-
necting current pool terminals between electrode plates
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of unlike polarities in tanks of electrodes of unlike polar-
ities the exteriority of the positive polarity or negative
polarity electrode plates on both sides of each individual
electrode tank is made to be of a low impedance struc-
ture very advantageous to both ingoing and outgoing
pool currents.
[0006] Charging/Discharging Device to be connected
into a tank of identical polarity electrodes, or a tank of
dissimilar polarity electrode by means of coupling con-
ductors, whereof current pooling terminals of identical
potentials and identical polarity are inparallel, or serving
to be connected with current pooling terminals between
pole boards of dissimilar polarities in a tank of dissimilar
electrodes, executed in serial connection or compound
serial/parallel connection; on the exterior side of the
electrode board, of positive or negative polarity, on both
sides of the individually installed electrode tank is exe-
cuted a low resistance current pool structure of any cho-
sen geometry to facilitate infeeding/outfeeding of con-
fluent currents, executed in the form of inflowing/effluent
pooling terminals, or that incorporated with parallel cur-
rent pool conductor, or as made from material of better
conductivity with a view to reduce the resistance to in-
feeding/outfeeding confluent currents; structurally it can
comprise singly or plurally any or some of the features
outlined below:

- plate or strip or web form structure for connection
to respective output/input current pool terminals
T100 of which individual electrode tanks are in-
stalled outside the positive or negative polarity elec-
trode board P200, on both sides of the electrode
tank, or other low impedance current pool conduc-
tor assembly made of chosenmaterials in otherwise
geometrical configurations;

- plate or strip or web form structure for connection
to respective output/input current pool terminals of
which individual electrode tanks are installed out-
side the positive or negative polarity electrode
boards on both sides of the electrode tank, with ar-
eas between consecutive output current pool termi-
nals interconnected by welding, soldering, riveting
or screwing technique, or prestressed, or burial or
inlay or otherwise means, to facilitate pooling of in-
put/output currents, or other low impedance current
pool conductor assembly of chosen material in oth-
erwise geometrical configuration;

- plate or strip or web form structure with output/input
current pool terminals associated with the overall
storage/discharging device being installed outside
the positive or negative polarity electrode board on
both sides of the electrode tank, to facilitate trans-
iting of incoming/outgoing current pool, or low im-
pedance current pool conductor assembly of cho-
sen material but otherwise geometrical configura-
tion, said plate form encompassing thickened board
of uniform or non-uniform, tilted sheets;

- current pool terminals for input/output purposes se-

cured by soldering, welding, riveting, screwing, pre-
stressing technique or by burial, inlay or otherwise
means among themselves, established outside the
positive or negative polarity electrode boards on
both sides of the electrode tank, led to correspond-
ent terminals on the master storage/Discharge As-
sembly, in plate or strip or web form to facilitate pool-
ing of incoming/outgoing currents, being a low im-
pedance conductive assembly of a chosen geome-
try or otherwise materials;

- Interconnect pieces or bars of conductors of a cho-
sen geometry and of chosen materials interposed
between parallel conductors between sets of input/
output current pool terminals on a plurality of elec-
trode boards of like polarities;

- Interconnect pieces or bars of chosen geometry
and material incorporated additionally between a
plurality of serially parallelly connected conductors
on input/output current pool terminals on sets of
electrode boards of dissimilar polarities.

[0007] In a low impedance current pool assembly for
a storage/discharge device structured accordingly the
positive or negative polarity electrode board can be
composed of other low impedance materials where
needed different from those low impedance structure
disclosed in the foregoing in respect of its exteriority, and
as part of which the current pool terminals for input/out-
put purposes can be provided singly or plurally, on single
side or on more than one side.
[0008] A number of examples of a low impedance cur-
rent pool assembly for a storage/discharge device in-
corporating one or more of the above-mentioned fea-
tures and their applications will be described below, lots
of geometry do apply for this design, options are also
open as to the number of sides of the current pool ter-
minals and the number of the terminals themselves, our
description will go with reference to the example given
in any of Fig. 5 through Fig. 35, which by no means
serves to delimit the scope of application of the low im-
pedance current pool assembly of the subject storage/
discharge device, to set off the chief features of the sub-
ject design, casings which had long been employed in
conventional storage/discharge devices as well as elec-
trolytic isolation shields, isolation mats or membranes
laid between electrode boards of dissimilar polarities, di-
electric coatings applied in-between included, of a
known art applied for or in a conventional charging/dis-
charging device, will only be mentioned briefly or omit-
ted altogether in the course of description following next
in the context.
[0009] The subject low impedance structure of the low
impedance current pool assembly of the subject stor-
age/discharge device includes improvement of the ex-
teriority of the positive or negative polarity electrode
board and current pool terminals, on both sides of each
independently installed electrode tank, as illustrated in
Fig. 5 through Fig. 10, noted hereinbefore, the design
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in respect of the improvement of the positive or negative
exteriority of the electrode board on both sides of the
independently installed electrode tank is thus: having
one or more piece of paralleled positive electrode board
P100 and as matched thereto, one or more piece of par-
alleled negative electrode board P100, set in individual
electrode tanks to constitute individual electrode pairs,
then have flat plate form current pool conductor assem-
bly of chosen material and made to specified thickness
installed way between respective current pool terminals
on the exteriority of positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of each individual electrode tank, so
that it is made that the impedance prevalent way be-
tween the current pool terminals on the periphery of the
external positive or negative electrode board P200 is in-
ferior to that impedance prevailing across the normal
electrode surface duly applied with one layer of chemi-
cally active material in lattice configurations on the same
electrode board; shown in Fig. 5 is an illustration of the
current pool conductor assembly of a plate form or thick-
ened plate form or integral with the exteriority of the ex-
ternal electrode board, in individual electrode tank, of
the subject storage/discharge device, the plate form be-
ing uniform or non-uniform in thickness, at a slope in
place; a side view of what is given in Fig. 5 is shown in
Fig. 6; shown in Fig. 7 is an execution of what is shown
in Fig. 5 with like polarity on like polarity paralleling; way
between respective current pool terminal T100, outside
the positive or negative polarity electrode board P200
on both sides of individual electrode pairs installed in
aforementioned individual electrode tank, may be proc-
essed straight conductive assembly of given thickness
and in webform, such as that illustrated in Fig. 8, still
pursuant to the invention, a side view of what is shown
in Fig. 8 is given in Fig. 9; an execution of the example
shown in Fig. 8 with like polarity paralleling is shown in
Fig. 10.
[0010] In the individual electrode pairs formed in the
independently installed electrode tank, way between the
current pool terminals outside the positive or negative
polarity electrode board P200 on both sides, pieces or
webform or stripe form current pool conductor assembly
are interconnected by soldering, welding, riveting,
screw coupling, prestressed bonding, internal burial,
laying or otherwise technique, in order that the imped-
ance prevailing between the current pool terminals T100
on the perimeter of the externally provided positive or
negative polarity electrode boards be controlled inferior
to the impedance on the normal electrode surface on
the other side of the same electrode board that is applied
with a lattice work of chemically active coating; shown
in Fig. 11 is an illustration of the strip-formed current pool
conductor assembly on the outside of the externally pro-
vided electrode board in each independently installed
electrode tank of the low impedance current pool struc-
ture according to the subject storage/discharge device,
a side view of this illustration is given in Fig. 12, as de-
pendent on Fig. 11, an execution of what is shown in

Fig. 11 with like polarity paralleling is shown in Fig. 13.
[0011] The electrode board with plate form terminals
on the outside as aforementioned is good for connection
to two or more than two independent electrode tanks,
and hence good for like polarity on like polarity parallel-
ing or opposite polarity serial connection under the
same voltage specifications, a multiple serial combina-
tion made with respect to the current pool terminals on
respective independent electrode tank illustrated in Fig.
5 is illustrated in Fig. 14.
[0012] Additionally, where required on that side of the
externally provided plate-form terminalled electrode
board meant to couple with current pool terminals com-
ing from other electrode tanks may be mounted two or
more than two current pool terminals to thereby account
for multiple coupling possibilities so that impedance is
lowered in the long run; an example of this is shown in
Fig. 15; a side view of this presentation is given in Fig.
16, as dependent on Fig. 15.
[0013] In the subject storage/discharge device in gen-
eral, in the low impedance current pool structure, in the
current conductor assembly outside the positive or neg-
ative electrode board P200 on both sides of the individ-
ual electrode tank in particular, are provided two current
pool terminals T100 to accommodate serial or parallel
combination with each electrode tank where multiple
sets of electrode tanks are deployed for application;
shown in Fig. 17 is as illustration of multiple serial par-
allel combination sourced to each current pool terminal
on the part of each independent electrode tank shown
in Fig. 5.
[0014] In the subject storage/discharge device specif-
ically with respect to its low impedance current pool
structure, with a view to further reduce the impedance
on the part of both the current pool terminal and of the
electrode board, a feasible approach is to process the
current pool terminal trapezoidal extending outwardly,
such that the wider base of the trapezoidal current pool
terminal is coupled to the electrode board, whereby the
internal impedance on the terminal, output or input, of
the electrode board, is duly reduced.
[0015] Examples of application of the aforementioned
trapezoidal current pool terminal and electrode boards
include: normal electrode boards P100 with both sides
applied with latticed chemically active coating, two or
more than two outputting or inputting current pool termi-
nal T100 on the outside of the positive or negative po-
larity electrode board P200 on both sides of each elec-
trode tank, possible for mounting on one side or more
sides of the electrode board P100 or the positive or neg-
ative electrode board P200, or for one or more current
pool terminal to be installed on two or more sides of the
electrode board P100 or of the positive or negative po-
larity electrode board.
[0016] Shown in Fig. 18 is one embodiment of the
electrode board integral with current pool terminal of a
low impedance current pool structure pursuant to the in-
vention storage/discharge device, featuring two trape-
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zoidal current pool terminals T100 in the middle of one
external side of the positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of the individually installed electrode
tank, just to make for a correspondent positive or neg-
ative electrode pair with the electrode board shown in
Fig. 20, a side view of what is shown in Fig. 18 is shown
in Fig. 19.
[0017] Represented in Fig. 20 is a second embodi-
ment of the invention storage/discharge device with low
impedance current pool assemblies with reference to its
electrode board integral with current pool terminals,
whereof trapezoidal current pool terminals T100 are
provided on both sides of the exteriority of the positive
or negative electrode board P200 on both sides of each
individual electrode tank, to form electrode pair with
electrode board symmetrically shown in Fig. 18, a side
view of what is shown in Fig. 20 is given in Fig. 21.
[0018] Represented in Fig. 22 is a third embodiment
of the electrode board complete with current pool termi-
nals of a low impedance current pool design of the in-
vention storage/discharge device, whereof on either of
both external sides of the positive or negative electrode
board P200 on both sides of individual electrode tank
are installed two trapezoidal current pool terminals
T100, extending outwardly, characterized in that a di-
mensional differential exists between the hunch peak of
current pool terminals on the same sides of the trape-
zoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode board
so that once an electrode pair is produced by superpos-
ing the backsides of the two similarly configured elec-
trode boards, interwoven superposition is made involv-
ing the positive/negative polarity electrodes of adjacent
electrode boards, with current pool terminals T100 in-
tercrossing but not intervening each other, so as to fa-
cilitate interactive coupling, with better current pooling
effects realized on the basal area of the wider trapezoid;
a side view of what is shown in Fig. 23 is given in Fig. 22.
[0019] Represented in Fig. 24 is a fourth embodiment
of the electrode board complete with current pool termi-
nals of a low impedance current pool design of the in-
vention storage/discharge device, comprising three ex-
ternally extending trapezoidal current pool terminals
T100 on each external side of the positive or negative
polarity electrode board P200 on both sides of the elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional differen-
tial exists between the hunchback of current pool termi-
nals on the same side of the trapezoid and the edges
on both sides of the electrode board, so that once an
electrode pair is produced by superposing the back-
sides of the two similarly configured electrode boards,
interwoven superposition is made involving the positive/
negative polarity electrodes of adjacent electrode
boards, with current pool terminals T100 intercrossing
but not intervening each other, so as to facilitate inter-
active coupling, with better current pooling effects real-
ized on the basal area of the wider trapezoid; a side view
of what is shown in Fig. 24 is given in Fig. 25.
[0020] A fifth embodiment of the electrode board with

current pool design of the invention storage/discharge
device highlighted with a low impedance current pool
feature is represented in Fig. 26, comprising an out-
wardly extending trapezoidal current pool terminal T100
on two opposite sides of a quadrilateral positive or neg-
ative electrode board P200 on both sides of individually
installed electrode tank, characterized in that a dimen-
sional differential is maintained between the hunch peak
of current pool terminals on the same sides of the trap-
ezoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode board
so that once an electrode pair is formed by superposing
the backsides of the two similarly configured electrode
boards, interwoven super-positions is made involving
the positive/negative polarity electrodes of adjacent
electrode boards, with current pool terminals T100 in-
tercrossing but not intervening each other, so as to fa-
cilitate interactive coupling, with better current pooling
effects realized on the basal area of the wider trapezoid,
a side view of what is shown in Fig. 26 is given in Fig. 27;
[0021] A sixth embodiment of the electrode board with
a low impedance current pool design of the invention
storage/discharge device is illustrated in Fig. 28, com-
prising two outwardly extending trapezoidal current pool
terminals T100 on two opposite sides of a quadrilateral
positive or negative electrode board P200 on both sides
of individually installed electrode tank, characterized in
that a dimensional differential is maintained between the
hunch peak of current pool terminals on the same sides
of the trapezoid and the edges on both sides of the elec-
trode board so that once an electrode pair is formed by
superposing the backsides of the two similarly config-
ured electrode boards, interwoven super-positions is
made involving the positive/negative polarity electrodes
of adjacent electrode boards, with current pool terminals
T100 intercrossing but not intervening each other, so as
to facilitate interactive coupling, with better current pool-
ing effects realized on the basal area of the wider trap-
ezoid, a side view of what is shown in Fig. 28 is given
in Fig. 29.
[0022] A seventh embodiment of the electrode board
with a low impedance current pool feature is represent-
ed in Fig. 30, comprising three outwardly extending trap-
ezoidal current pool terminals T100 on two opposite
sides of a quadrilateral positive or negative electrode
board P200 on both sides of individually installed elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional differen-
tial is maintained between the hunch peak of current
pool terminals on the same sides of the trapezoid and
the edges on both sides of the electrode board so that
once an electrode pair is created by superposing the
backsides of the two similarly arrayed electrode boards,
interwoven superposition is made involving the positive/
negative polarity electrodes of adjacent electrode
boards, with current pool terminals P100 intercrossing
but not intervening each other, so as to facilitate inter-
active coupling, with better current pooling effects real-
ized on the basal area of the wider trapezoid, a side view
of what is shown in Fig. 30 is given in Fig. 31.
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[0023] An eighth embodiment of the electrode board
with a low impedance current pool design of the inven-
tion storage/discharge device is illustrated in Fig. 32,
comprising an outwardly extending trapezoidal current
pool terminal T100 on two opposite sides of a quadrilat-
eral positive or negative electrode board P200 on both
sides of individually installed electrode tank, character-
ized in that a dimensional differential is maintained be-
tween the hunch back of current pool terminals on the
same sides of the trapezoid and the edges on both sides
of the electrode board so that once an electrode pair is
created by superposing the backsides of the two simi-
larly configured electrode boards, interwoven superpo-
sition is made involving the positive/negative polarity
electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with current
pool terminals P100 intercrossing but not interfering
each other, so as to facilitate interactive coupling, with
better current pooling effects realized on the basal area
of the wider trapezoid, a side view of what is shown in
Fig. 32 is given in Fig. 33.
[0024] A ninth embodiment of the electrode board
with a low impedance current pool design of the inven-
tion storage/discharge device is illustrated in Fig. 34,
comprising two outwardly extending trapezoidal current
pool terminals T100 on two opposite sides of a quadri-
lateral positive or negative electrode board P200 on
both sides of individually installed electrode tank, char-
acterized in that a dimensional differential is maintained
between the hunch back of current pool terminals on the
same sides of the trapezoid and the edges on both sides
of the electrode board so that once an electrode pair is
created by superposing the backsides of the two simi-
larly configured electrode boards, interwoven superpo-
sition is made involving the positive/negative polarity
electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with current
pool terminals P100 intercrossing but not interfering with
each other, so as to facilitate interactive coupling, with
better current pooling effects realized on the basal area
of the wider trapezoid, a side view of what is shown in
Fig. 34 is given in Fig. 35.
[0025] It is to be noted that any and all the examples,
embodiments of the invention represented in Fig. 5
through Fig. 35 are illustrative but not restrictive of the
scope of application of the invention, in its application
to quadrilateral or nearly quadrilateral electrode boards,
apart from the provision of current pool terminals on two
or four sides, it is also feasible to provide current pool
terminals on three sides of the electrode board too, and
the configuration of said electrode board is not restricted
to a quadrilateral only, indeed it can instead take the
form of a circle, a near circle, an ellipse, a near ellipse,
a triangle, a polylateral, including without limitation: tri-
angle, quadrilateral, quintuple lateral, hexagon, septu-
ple lateral, octuple lateral, with each electrode board fur-
nished with two or more than two current pool terminals
so that each electrode board is equipped with two or
more than two current pooling loops.
[0026] In each and every examples covered in Fig. 24

through Fig. 35, save that special features emerge by
reason of applicational particularities respecting the
electrode board in use, some or all of the following fea-
tures are inherent:

- the positive polarity electrode board and negative
polarity electrode board being configured circular,
nearly circular, elliptical, nearly elliptical, triangular
or polylateral, such as, for example, quadrilateral,
quintuple lateral, hexagonal, septuple lateral, octu-
ple lateral, and polylateral of even higher orders, to
accommodate parallel combination with current
pool terminals of identical voltage specifications
and of like polarities on each working electrode
board from paired or dissimilar electrode tanks; or
alternatively to accommodate coupling with current
pool terminals between electrode boards of oppo-
site polarities in different electrode tanks, the cou-
pling being serial, parallel or compound serial/par-
allel combinations;

- where the low impedance current pool structure of
the storage/discharge device is to be applied on
non-polar storage/discharge device, a capacitor, for
instance, said positive electrode board and nega-
tive electrode board will have to be replaced with a
non-polar first electrode board and a non-polar sec-
ond electrode board;

- where the rod conductor is meant for penetration
across and coupling with conductive penetration
holes on an electrode board, and once coupled to-
gether the rod conductor and the electrode board
exhibit good conductive state; it is then because
that the rod conductor is composed of a circular,
square, triangular, elliptical or otherwise configured
geometry, hardcore conductive bar or hollow-set
bar, or flexible tube of non-closed hollow-set struc-
ture having axial fissures thereon;

- said rod conductor may be further processed to
have both ends thereof embossed with a cap,
screwnut, screwed, unilaterally compressioned
cushion-insulated isolation bumper to exert com-
pression against electrode board sets thereby en-
hancing the stability of the assembly at large;

- the rod conductor in the above-mentioned structure
serves to penetrate the conductive penetration
holes on like polarity electrode boards in discharge
of its parallel current pooling capabilities; or in dis-
charge of serial capabilities by penetrating across
dissimilar polarity electrode conductive penetration
holes; or still serves to consummate parallel current
pooling and serial combination functions by pene-
trating simultaneously across like polarity and dis-
similar polarity electrodes;

- where the said rod conductor is composed of hol-
low-set tubes, it is feasible, where preferred, to in-
stall gas or fluid pumps and cooling radiator or on
the contrary temp. upgrading heater serving to
pump the gaseous or fluid liquids through tubular
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rod conductor duly modulated with cooling or heat-
ing, that is, temp. regulations;

- where a rod conductor serves as the structure for
parallel current pool and the fluid passing by is an
isolation fluid, then the tubular rod conductor on all
electrodes of like potential level can altogether form
a straight series loop or parallel loop;

- where a rod conductor serves the purpose of par-
allel current pool concurrent with series combina-
tion applications, rod conductors of dissimilar po-
tential levels can be connected in series or parallel
by means of isolation conduits to facilitate passing
of insulating gaseous or fluid liquids in respect of
which temp. regulation is possible with cooling or
heating techniques;

- isolation rings or tubular insulants to be inserted into
the isolation penetration holes on the rod conduc-
tors and on the electrode boards to be run through,
to safeguard insulation and further enhance struc-
tural safety among electrode boards themselves;

- installation of insulation shoes in isolation gaps on
electrode boards rod conductors will pass and the
rod conductors themselves to ensure insulation and
further upgrade electrode board to electrode board
structural stability;

- installation of spacing stability shoes on the rod con-
ductors and the isolation space on the electrode
board which the rod conductor will pass, to ensure
insulation and as an effort to enhance additionally
electrode board to electrode board structural secu-
rity;

- two or more than two current pool terminals each
extending outwards on two or more than two sides
of individual electrode boards to facilitate multiple
parallel combination between electrode boards of
like polarities, or alternatively to make serial combi-
nation between electrode boards of dissimilar po-
larities and to enable concurrently two or more than
two current paths in the wake of any input or output
current on a same electrode board in the storage
battery, so that the internal impedance on the part
of the battery when an input or output is in progress,
is duly reduced;

- the insulation being composed of partitioned insu-
lants of dissimilar polarities or insulating mem-
branes, insulating mats furnished between elec-
trode boards of dissimilar polarities; where the in-
sulants are installed by coupling technique, by
sleeving, for example, they may be executed in in-
sulation sleevings applied onto electrode boards of
both polarities or instead onto electrode boards of
either polarity, positive only or negative only;

- the container of the storage/discharge device being
a shell casing, and composed of insulating or non-
insulating materials, serving to protect the electrode
boards too; where it is made of non-insulating ma-
terials, the interior of the casing and the interspac-
ings of the electrodes within must be covered with

insulating reinforcements.

[0027] Shown in Fig. 36 is an embodiment of the in-
vention of which the storage/discharge device is com-
posed of penetration holes and rod conductors.
[0028] In a low impedance current pool assembly
which forms part of the invention storage/discharge de-
vice described hereinbefore, apart from the input/output
current pool terminals on the positive, negative elec-
trode boards on both sides of the electrode tank which,
as required, may be installed singly or plurally, on one
side or on more sides, all the other electrode boards can
be structured such that one or more current pool termi-
nal individually extending outwards are installed on two
or more than two sides on individual electrode boards;
or such that two or more than two current pool terminals
are all installed on just one side or more sides, to enable
multiple current path paralleling converged on electrode
boards of like polarities, or instead multiple path series
connection between electrode boards of dissimilar po-
larities; structurally, the current pool terminals are made
of hardcore or hollow-set tubular rod conductors bearing
circular, square, otherwise geometric configurations, to
be mounted into position across the conductive pene-
tration holes present way between the electrode boards
of the storage/discharge device, so that parallel connec-
tion is made possible with electrode boards of like po-
larities, or alternatively serial connection is made among
electrode boards of dissimilar polarities, so still so that
a combined serial/parallel connection is consummated:
further parallel execution is extended to encompass the
current pool terminals, being conductor themselves,
such that they, of identical voltage specifications and on
electrode boards of like polarities, from the same or dif-
ferent electrode tanks, the extension goes to series con-
nection too, by interconnecting current pool terminals
between electrode boards of different polarities from
dissimilar electrode tanks serially and hence compound
serial/parallel combination is made possible forthwith,
and that complemented with the effort of a low imped-
ance structure whereby input/output current pool termi-
nals are combined to facilitate pooling of incoming/out-
going currents, on the exteriority of positive or negative
electrode boards on both sides of individually installed
electrode tanks, or alternatively supplemented with par-
allel run current pool conductors in an effort to reduce
impedance to the confluent incoming or outgoing cur-
rents.
[0029] All in all, the subject storage/discharge device
integral with current pool structure, by the disclosure giv-
en in the foregoing, is deemed truly a worthwhile piece
of invention in view of structural improvements as well
as enhancement of structural strengths.

Claims

1. Charge/discharge device integral with a low imped-
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ance current pool structure, for application in a pri-
mary cell, or in a secondary rechargeable/dis-
chargeable cell, or still in a fuel cell or in a capacitor
or in a super capacitor, similar charging/discharging
device, complete with one or more than one current
pool means to yield multiple current convergent
paths, characterized in that by connecting in par-
allel current pool terminals of identical voltage rating
and of electrode boards of like polarities from tanks
of like polarities from tanks of dissimilar polarities,
or alternatively by series connection or compound
serial/parallel connection of current pool terminals
way between electrode boards of dissimilar polari-
ties a low impedance structure for input/output cur-
rent pool is achieved on the exteriority of the posi-
tive or negative electrode board on both sides of in-
dividually installed electrode tanks.

2. Low impedance current pool assembly according to
claim 1, as integral with said storage/discharge de-
vice, to be connected into a tank of identical polarity
electrodes, or a tank of dissimilar polarity electrodes
by means of coupling conductors, whereof said cur-
rent pool terminals of identical potentials and iden-
tical polarity are in parallel, or serving to be connect-
ed with current pooling terminals between electrode
boards of dissimilar polarities in a tank of dissimilar
electrodes, executed in serial connection or com-
pound serial/parallel connection; on the exterior
side of the electrode board, of positive or negative
polarity, on both sides of the individually installed
electrode tank is executed a low impedance current
pool structure of any chosen geometry to facilitate
infeeding/outfeeding of confluent currents, execut-
ed in the form of inflowing/effluent pooling termi-
nals, or that incorporated with parallel current pool
conductor, or as made from material of better con-
ductivity with a view to reduce the resistance to in-
feeding/outfeeding confluent currents; structurally it
can comprise singly or plurally any or some of the
features listed below:

- plate or strip or web form structure for connec-
tion to respective output/input current pool ter-
minals T100 of which individual electrode tanks
are installed outside the positive or negative
polarity electrode board P200, on both sides of
the electrode tank, or other low impedance cur-
rent pool conductor assembly made of chosen
materials in otherwise geometrical configura-
tions;

- plate or strip or web form structure for connec-
tion to respective output/input current pool ter-
minals of which individual electrode tanks are
installed outside the positive or negative polar-
ity electrode boards on both sides of the elec-
trode tank, with areas between consecutive
output current pool terminals interconnected by

welding, soldering, riveting or screwing tech-
nique, or prestressed, or burial or inlay or oth-
erwise means, to facilitate pooling of input/out-
put currents, or other low impedance current
pool conductor assembly of chosen material in
otherwise geometrical configuration;

- plate or strip or web form structure with output/
input current pool terminals associated with the
overall storage/discharging device being in-
stalled outside the positive or negative polarity
electrode board on both sides of the electrode
tank, to facilitate transiting of incoming/outgo-
ing current pool, or low impedance current pool
conductor assembly of chosen material but oth-
erwise geometrical configuration, said plate
form encompassing thickened board of uniform
or non-uniform, tilted sheets;

- current pool terminals for input/output purpos-
es secured by soldering, welding, riveting,
screwing, prestressing technique or by burial,
inlay or otherwise means among themselves,
established outside the positive or negative po-
larity electrode boards on both sides of the
electrode tank, led to correspondent terminals
on the master storage/Discharge Assembly, in
plate or strip or web form to facilitate pooling of
incoming/outgoing currents, being a low imped-
ance conductive assembly of a chosen geom-
etry or otherwise materials;

- Interconnect pieces or bars of conductors of a
chosen geometry and of chosen materials in-
terposed between parallel conductors between
sets of input/output current pool terminals on a
plurality of electrode boards of like polarities;

- Interconnect pieces or bars of chosen geome-
try and material incorporated additionally be-
tween a plurality of serially parallelly connected
conductors on input/output current pool termi-
nals on sets of electrode boards of dissimilar
polarities.

3. Low impedance current pool structure integral with
the storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
characterized in that the positive or negative po-
larity electrode board can be composed of other low
impedance materials where needed different from
those low impedance structure disclosed in the
foregoing in respect of its exteriority, and as part of
which the current pool terminals for input/output
purposes can be provided singly or plurally, on sin-
gle side or on more than one side.

4. Low impedance current pool structure as depend-
ent on the storage/discharge device according to
claim 1, whereof the design in respect of the im-
provement of the positive or negative exteriority of
the electrode board on both sides of the independ-
ently installed electrode tank is thus: having one or
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more piece of paralleled positive electrode board
P100 and as matched thereto, one or more piece
of paralleled negative electrode board P100, set in
individual electrode tanks to constitute individual
electrode pairs, then have flat plate form current
pool conductor assembly of chosen material and
made to specified thickness installed way between
respective current pool terminals on the exteriority
of positive or negative electrode board P200 on
both sides of each individual electrode tank, so that
it is made that the impedance prevalent way be-
tween the current pool terminals on the periphery
of the external positive or negative electrode board
P200 is inferior to that impedance prevailing across
the normal electrode surface duly applied with one
layer of chemically active material in lattice config-
urations on the same electrode board.

5. Low impedance current pool structure as depend-
ent upon the storage/discharge device according to
claim 1 whereof the exteriority of the external elec-
trode board in respective individual electrode tank
is processed into a current pool conductor in the
form of a plank lamina or thickened lamina of uni-
form elements or non-uniform elements processed
to present a slope.

6. Low impedance current pool structure as depend-
ent upon the storage/discharge device according to
claim 1, whereof the outside of the positive or neg-
ative electrode board P200 on both sides of the in-
dividual present in the independently installed elec-
trode tank, way between respective current pool ter-
minals T100, is processed straight into webform
conductor assembly of chosen thickness.

7. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof in the individual electrode pairs formed
in the independently installed electrode tank, way
between the current pool terminals outside the pos-
itive or negative polarity electrode board P200 on
both sides, pieces or webform or stripe form current
pool conductor assembly are interconnected by sol-
dering, welding, riveting, screw coupling, pre-
stressed bonding, internal burial, laying or other-
wise technique, in order that the impedance prevail-
ing between the current pool terminals T100 on the
perimeter of the externally provided positive or neg-
ative polarity electrode boards be controlled inferior
to the impedance on the normal electrode surface
on the other side of the same electrode board that
is applied with a lattice work of chemically active
coating.

8. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof the said electrode board with plate form

terminals on the outside is good for connection to
two or more than two independent electrode tanks,
and hence good for like polarity on like polarity par-
alleling or opposite polarity serial connection under
the same voltage specifications.

9. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof required on that side of the externally pro-
vided plate-form terminalled electrode board meant
to couple with current pool terminals coming from
other electrode tanks may be mounted two or more
than two current pool terminals to thereby account
for multiple coupling possibilities so that impedance
is lowered in the long run.

10. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof the current conductor assembly outside
the positive or negative electrode board P200 on
both sides of the individual electrode tank in partic-
ular, are provided two current pool terminals T100
to accommodate serial or parallel combination with
each electrode tank where multiple sets of elec-
trode tanks are deployed for application;

11. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof with a view to further reduce the imped-
ance on the part of both the current pool terminal
and of the electrode board, a feasible approach is
to process the current pool terminal trapezoidal ex-
tending outwardly, such that the wider base of the
trapezoidal current pool terminal is coupled to the
electrode board, whereby the internal impedance
on the terminal, output or input, of the electrode
board, is duly reduced.

examples of application of the aforemen-
tioned trapezoidal current pool terminal and elec-
trode boards include: normal electrode boards
P100 with both sides applied with latticed chemical-
ly active coating, two or more than two outputting or
inputting current pool terminal T100 on the outside
of the positive or negative polarity electrode board
P200 on both sides of each electrode tank, possible
for mounting on one side or more sides of the elec-
trode board P100 or the positive or negative elec-
trode board P200, or for one or more current pool
terminal to be installed on two or more sides of the
electrode board P100 or of the positive or negative
polarity electrode board.

12. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof two trapezoidal current pool terminals
T100 in the middle of one external side of the pos-
itive or negative electrode board P200 on both sides
of the individually installed electrode tank, just to
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make for a correspondent positive or negative elec-
trode pair with the electrode board.

13. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof trapezoidal current pool terminals T100
are provided on both sides of the exteriority of the
positive or negative electrode board P200 on both
sides of each individual electrode tank, to form elec-
trode pair with electrode board symmetrically.

14. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof on either of both external sides of the pos-
itive or negative electrode board P200 on both sides
of individual electrode tank are installed two trape-
zoidal current pool terminals T100, extending out-
wardly, characterized in that a dimensional differ-
ential exists between the hunch peak of current pool
terminals on the same sides of the trapezoid and
the edges on both sides of the electrode board so
that once an electrode pair is produced by super-
posing the backsides of the two similarly configured
electrode boards, interwoven superposition is
made involving the positive/negative polarity elec-
trodes of adjacent electrode boards, with current
pool terminals T100 intercrossing but not interven-
ing each other, so as to facilitate interactive cou-
pling, with better current pooling effects realized on
the basal area of the wider trapezoid.

15. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof three externally extending trapezoidal cur-
rent pool terminals T100 on each external side of
the positive or negative polarity electrode board
P200 on both sides of the electrode tank, charac-
terized in that a dimensional differential exists be-
tween the hunchback of current pool terminals on
the same side of the trapezoid and the edges on
both sides of the electrode board, so that once an
electrode pair is produced by superposing the back-
sides of the two similarly configured electrode
boards, interwoven superposition is made involving
the positive/negative polarity electrodes of adjacent
electrode boards, with current pool terminals T100
intercrossing but not intervening each other, so as
to facilitate interactive coupling, with better current
pooling effects realized on the basal area of the wid-
er trapezoid.

16. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof an outwardly extending trapezoidal cur-
rent pool terminal T100 on two opposite sides of a
quadrilateral positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of individually installed elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional dif-

ferential is maintained between the hunch peak of
current pool terminals on the same sides of the trap-
ezoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode
board so that once an electrode pair is formed by
superposing the backsides of the two similarly con-
figured electrode boards, interwoven super-posi-
tions is made involving the positive/negative polar-
ity electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with
current pool terminals T100 intercrossing but not in-
tervening each other, so as to facilitate interactive
coupling, with better current pooling effects realized
on the basal area of the wider trapezoid.

17. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof two outwardly extending trapezoidal cur-
rent pool terminals T100 on two opposite sides of a
quadrilateral positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of individually installed elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional dif-
ferential is maintained between the hunch peak of
current pool terminals on the same sides of the trap-
ezoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode
board so that once an electrode pair is formed by
superposing the backsides of the two similarly con-
figured electrode boards, interwoven super-posi-
tions is made involving the positive/negative polar-
ity electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with
current pool terminals T100 intercrossing but not in-
tervening each other, so as to facilitate interactive
coupling, with better current pooling effects realized
on the basal area of the wider trapezoid.

18. Low impedance current pool assembly as part of
the storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof three outwardly extending trapezoidal cur-
rent pool terminals T100 on two opposite sides of a
quadrilateral positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of individually installed elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional dif-
ferential is maintained between the hunch peak of
current pool terminals on the same sides of the trap-
ezoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode
board so that once an electrode pair is created by
superposing the backsides of the two similarly ar-
rayed electrode boards, interwoven superposition
is made involving the positive/negative polarity
electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with cur-
rent pool terminals P100 intercrossing but not inter-
vening each other, so as to facilitate interactive cou-
pling, with better current pooling effects realized on
the basal area of the wider trapezoid.

19. Low impedance current pool assembly as part of
the storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof an outwardly extending trapezoidal current
pool terminal T100 on two opposite sides of a quad-
rilateral positive or negative electrode board P200
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on both sides of individually installed electrode tank,
characterized in that a dimensional differential is
maintained between the hunch back of current pool
terminals on the same sides of the trapezoid and
the edges on both sides of the electrode board so
that once an electrode pair is created by superpos-
ing the backsides of the two similarly configured
electrode boards, interwoven superposition is
made involving the positive/negative polarity elec-
trodes of adjacent electrode boards, with current
pool terminals P100 intercrossing but not interfering
each other, so as to facilitate interactive coupling,
with better current pooling effects realized on the
basal area of the wider trapezoid.

20. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof two outwardly extending trapezoidal cur-
rent pool terminals T100 on two opposite sides of a
quadrilateral positive or negative electrode board
P200 on both sides of individually installed elec-
trode tank, characterized in that a dimensional dif-
ferential is maintained between the hunch back of
current pool terminals on the same sides of the trap-
ezoid and the edges on both sides of the electrode
board so that once an electrode pair is created by
superposing the backsides of the two similarly con-
figured electrode boards, interwoven superposition
is made involving the positive/negative polarity
electrodes of adjacent electrode boards, with cur-
rent pool terminals P100 intercrossing but not inter-
fering with each other, so as to facilitate interactive
coupling, with better current pooling effects realized
on the basal area of the wider trapezoid.

21. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof in its application to quadrilateral or nearly
quadrilateral electrode boards, apart from the pro-
vision of current pool terminals on two or four sides,
it is also feasible to provide current pool terminals
on three sides of the electrode board too, and the
configuration of said electrode board is not restrict-
ed to a quadrilateral only, indeed it can instead take
the form of a circle, a near circle, an ellipse, a near
ellipse, a triangle, a polylateral, including without
limitation: triangle, quadrilateral, quintuple lateral,
hexagon, septuple lateral, octuple lateral, with each
electrode board furnished with two or more than two
current pool terminals so that each electrode board
is equipped with two or more than two current pool-
ing loops.

22. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim
1,whereof the special features emerge by reason of
applicational particularities respecting the electrode
board in use, some or all of the following features

are inherent:

- the positive polarity electrode board and nega-
tive polarity electrode board being configured
circular, nearly circular, elliptical, nearly ellipti-
cal, triangular or polylateral, such as, for exam-
ple, quadrilateral, quintuple lateral, hexagonal,
septuple lateral, octuple lateral, and polylateral
of even higher orders, to accommodate parallel
combination with current pool terminals of iden-
tical voltage specifications and of like polarities
on each working electrode board from paired
or dissimilar electrode tanks; or alternatively to
accommodate coupling with current pool termi-
nals between electrode boards of opposite po-
larities in different electrode tanks, the coupling
being serial, parallel or compound serial/paral-
lel combinations;

- where the low impedance current pool structure
of the storage/discharge device is to be applied
on non-polar storage/discharge device, a ca-
pacitor, for instance, said positive electrode
board and negative electrode board will have
to be replaced with a non-polar first electrode
board and a non-polar second electrode board;

- where the rod conductor is meant for penetra-
tion across and coupling with conductive pen-
etration holes on an electrode board, and once
coupled together the rod conductor and the
electrode board exhibit good conductive state;
it is then because that the rod conductor is com-
posed of a circular, square, triangular, elliptical
or otherwise configured geometry, hardcore
conductive bar or hollow-set bar, or flexible
tube of non-closed hollow-set structure having
axial fissures thereon;

- said rod conductor may be further processed to
have both ends thereof embossed with a cap,
screwnut, screwed, unilaterally compressioned
cushion-insulated isolation bumper to exert
compression against electrode board sets
thereby enhancing the stability of the assembly
at large;

- the rod conductor in the above-mentioned
structure serves to penetrate the conductive
penetration holes on like polarity electrode
boards in discharge of its parallel current pool-
ing capabilities; or in discharge of serial capa-
bilities by penetrating across dissimilar polarity
electrode conductive penetration holes; or still
serves to consummate parallel current pooling
and serial combination functions by penetrating
simultaneously across like polarity and dissim-
ilar polarity electrodes;

- where the said rod conductor is composed of
hollow-set tubes, it is feasible, where preferred,
to install gas or fluid pumps and cooling radiator
or on the contrary temp. upgrading heater serv-
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ing to pump the gaseous or fluid liquids through
tubular rod conductor duly modulated with cool-
ing or heating, that is, temp. regulations;

- where a rod conductor serves as the structure
for parallel current pool and the fluid passing by
is an isolation fluid, then the tubular rod con-
ductor on all electrodes of like potential level
can altogether form a straight series loop or
parallel loop;

- where a rod conductor serves the purpose of
parallel current pool concurrent with series
combination applications, rod conductors of
dissimilar potential levels can be connected in
series or parallel by means of isolation conduits
to facilitate passing of insulating gaseous or flu-
id liquids in respect of which temp. regulation
is possible with cooling or heating techniques;

- isolation rings or tubular insulants to be insert-
ed into the isolation penetration holes on the
rod conductors and on the electrode boards to
be run through, to safeguard insulation and fur-
ther enhance structural safety among electrode
boards themselves;

- installation of insulation shoes in isolation gaps
on electrode boards rod conductors will pass
and the rod conductors themselves to ensure
insulation and further upgrade electrode board
to electrode board structural stability;

- installation of spacing stability shoes on the rod
conductors and the isolation space on the elec-
trode board which the rod conductor will pass,
to ensure insulation and as an effort to enhance
additionally electrode board to electrode board
structural security;

- two or more than two current pool terminals
each extending outwards on two or more than
two sides of individual electrode boards to fa-
cilitate multiple parallel combination between
electrode boards of like polarities, or alterna-
tively to make serial combination between elec-
trode boards of dissimilar polarities and to en-
able concurrently two or more than two current
paths in the wake of any input or output current
on a same electrode board in the storage bat-
tery, so that the internal impedance on the part
of the battery when an input or output is in
progress, is duly reduced;

- the insulation being composed of partitioned in-
sulants of dissimilar polarities or insulating
membranes, insulating mats furnished be-
tween electrode boards of dissimilar polarities;
where the insulants are installed by coupling
technique, by sleeving, for example, they may
be executed in insulation sleevings applied on-
to electrode boards of both polarities or instead
onto electrode boards of either polarity, positive
only or negative only;

- the container of the storage/discharge device

being a shell casing, and composed of insulat-
ing or non-insulating materials, serving to pro-
tect the electrode boards too; where it is made
of non-insulating materials, the interior of the
casing and the interspacings of the electrodes
within must be covered with insulating rein-
forcements.

23. Low impedance current pool structure as part of the
storage/discharge device according to claim 1,
whereof apart from the input/output current pool ter-
minals on the positive, negative electrode boards
on both sides of the electrode tankwhich, as re-
quired, maybe installed singly or plurally, on one
side or on more sides, all the other electrode boards
can be structured such that one or more current
pool terminal individually extending outwards are
installed on two or more than two sides on individual
electrode boards; or such that two or more than two
current pool terminals are all installed on just one
side or more sides, to enable multiple current path
paralleling converged on electrode boards of like
polarities, or instead multiple path series connec-
tion between electrode boards of dissimilar polari-
ties; structurally, the current pool terminals are
made of hardcore or hollow-set tubular rod conduc-
tors bearing circular, square, otherwise geometric
configurations, to be mounted into position across
the conductive penetration holes present way be-
tween the electrode boards of the storage/dis-
charge device, so that parallel connection is made
possible with electrode boards of like polarities, or
alternatively serial connection is made among elec-
trode boards of dissimilar polarities, so still so that
a combined serial/parallel connection is consum-
mated: further parallel execution is extended to en-
compass the current pool terminals, being conduc-
tor themselves, such that they, of identical voltage
specifications and on electrode boards of like polar-
ities, from the same or different electrode tanks, the
extension goes to series connection too, by inter-
connecting current pool terminals between elec-
trode boards of different polarities from dissimilar
electrode tanks serially and hence compound seri-
al/parallel combination is made possible forthwith,
and that complemented with the effort of a low im-
pedance structure whereby input/output current
pool terminals are combined to facilitate pooling of
incoming/outgoing currents, on the exteriority of
positive or negative electrode boards on both sides
of individually installed electrode tanks, or alterna-
tively supplemented with parallel run current pool
conductors in an effort to reduce impedance to the
confluent incoming or outgoing currents.
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